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The author of the play and co-director of this show, Eduard 
Molner, together with Xavier Albertí, curated the exhibition 
that could be seen at the Centre de Cultura Contemporània 
de Barcelona between October 2012 and February 2013 
entitled: El Paral·lel 1894-1939 Barcelona and the Spectacle 
of Modernity.  The exhibition was very well received by the 
public and critics in the city and won various awards (prizes 
from FAD and the Catalan Association of Art Critics).

But the greatest satisfaction for the creators of the 
exhibition came from the warm reception it received from 
many of the residents of Barcelona who, as visitors to the 
exhibition, were given access to a previously unknown 
aspect of the cultural heritage of their own city. This cultural 
legacy was presented, however, not with archaeology in 
mind, but rather with the aim of establishing a dialogue 
with the city’s present; it contributed to an understanding 
of the idiosyncrasy of the city’s identity and connected 
Barcelona with other European experiences in regard to 
the historical emergence of mass culture.
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“This cultural legacy 
was presented, 
however, not with 
archaeology in mind, 
but rather with the 
aim of establishing a 
dialogue with the city’s 
present.”



One of the many people who visited the exhibition was 
Dr Lisa Kosok, cultural manager, historian and professor 
of cultural heritage and museum studies at HafenCity 
University in Hamburg. In 2018, and knowing that Eduard 
Molner was also the Head of Studies of the Degree in 
Performing Arts at ERAM, she approached him to ask if he 
and this university would like to participate in and join in the 
design of a European cultural research project.

The production we present is the social ‘return on investment’ 
of an international research project, Pleasurescapes Port 
Cities. Transitional Forces of Integration, a project approved by 
HERA (Humanities European Research Area), and financed 
by funds from the European Union. It aims to explore the 
contribution of forms of cultural manifestation in urban 
spaces dedicated to leisure and pleasure in European 
port cities and their contribution to the deployment of 
the social forces of integration, both in the past and in 
the present. The project is led by HafenCity University 
in Hamburg, and also includes the Erasmus University in 
Rotterdam, Stockholm University and ERAM University 
School-University of Girona, and studies the historical 
experiences of Hamburg, Rotterdam, Gothenburg and 
Barcelona.
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The stage piece arising from this project seeks to reflect the 
research into the phenomenon of popular stage culture, 
shown mainly on the Paral·lel of the early twentieth 
century, as a great Catalan contribution to the modern 
form of a popular culture and specifically from Barcelona 
as a port city.

The project we are currently undertaking is presented 
as a production investigating the memory of key but 
undervalued characters from the Barcelona and Catalonia 
of the first forty years of the 20th century. It aims to 
contribute to a rebalancing which is essential if one wants 
to construct the present and the future of both the city and 
the country on the basis of an individuality that removes us 
from the impoverishing processes of homogenization.

We believe, however, that this operation of cultural recovery 
must be carried out with the desire to appeal to an aesthetic 
and formal contemporaneity, offering the viewer a dramatic 
syntax that combines various languages such as music, 
the art of movement, film screenings and, of course, the 
word. The aim, then, is to establish a dialogue between 
the cultural legacy of the past and our present so that 
the audience can see content belonging to the Catalan 
cultural tradition reflected in the proposed expressive 
forms presented in an original, playful and innovative way. 
The intention is to promote knowledge of this legacy as a 
means of enriching one’s own identity.
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The central axis around which this proposal pivots is the 
figure of Rafael Moragas i Maseras (Barcelona, 1883 
- Strasbourg, 1966). Music critic and artistic director 
of the Gran Teatre del Liceu between 1912 and 1939, 
inseparable friend of Francesc Pujols and member of the 
young generation of Catalan artists and intellectuals, such 
as Eugeni d’Ors, Manuel Rius, Jaume Pahissa, Salvador 
Vilaregut, Josep Carner and Enric Jardí. They took their major 
role models from the great figures of Catalan Modernisme, 
such as Maragall, Rusiñol, Utrillo, Ramon Casas and Pere 
Romeu, although all would evolve in different directions and 
some, such as d’Ors, would end up being promoters of the 
Noucentists. Moragas is, perhaps, the most underestimated 
of this intellectual generation, but his activism in different 
cultural circles of the city offers us the opportunity to 
construct a fiction based around his real biography which 
offers an unparalleled opportunity to illuminate the dialogue 
that was established between popular and high culture in the 
Barcelona of the first four decades of the twentieth century.
 
Through the character of Rafael Moragas i Maseras 
(Barcelona, 1883 – Strasbourg, 1966) and by placing the 
lens of an imaginary camera in his gaze, we will traverse 
the Barcelona of the great contemporary transformation, 
from the first universal exhibition of 1888 up to the Civil 
War.  The character allows us to weave in and out of the great 
historical events of those years, and to capture their impact 
on the social and cultural life of the city, without ignoring the 
great transformations the city was undergoing and which 
particularly affected the manifestations of popular culture. 
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Barcelona knocks on the door of modernity during these 
years, presenting a unique way of expressing the culture of 
the masses that demonstrates its specificity, largely provided 
by the geographical circumstance of being a seaport and, 
consequently, home to numerous transactions of all kinds.
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“The project we are 
currently undertaking is 
presented as a production 
investigating the memory 
of key but undervalued 
characters from the 
Barcelona and Catalonia 
of the first forty years of 
the 20th century.”



Moragas is now in his last weeks of life and is ready to 
record his own biography. During the process, at night, the 
ghost of a sailor, Hans, a friend killed at the end of the Civil 
War, appears. Hans was the partner of Ramona Barnils, a 
cabaret artist whom Moragas had introduced to the sailor. 
Hans’s sudden death, also deeply felt by Moragas, created 
an unexpected relationship between Ramona and Moragas. 
And thus, when they had to go into exile with the help of 
Francesc Pujols, Ramona was pregnant but didn’t know 
whether it was by Hans or Moragas. Welcomed by Pau Casals 
in Prades, Ramona had a daughter, but died in childbirth and 
Moragas decided to give the baby up for adoption. 

After the death of Moragas, Ainaud de Lasarte, sent by 
Barcelona City Council, listens to Moragas’ recordings, reads 
his correspondence and feels that it is his duty, in the first 
instance, to pass on the documentary and personal legacy 
to Moragas’s daughter, Anna Leclerc, before returning to 
Catalonia.

The ghost of Hans is a representation of Moragas’s anxiety, 
his great self-reproach: his renunciation of parenthood that, 
as is now apparent, has led to him renouncing the chance to 
bequeath an entire legacy. Hans, however, has not come to 
torment Moragas, but rather to help him die in peace.
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The structure of this play is based on a multi-scene 
device that proposes an open time, an open space, 
temporal jumps and, on occasion, times presented 
simultaneously on stage. Initially, 12 scenes are planned, 
some of which will be filmed and shown on screen.

The characters will often double-up and change periods, 
situations and costumes, and the lighting and space must 
be able to signify these different atmospheres. In fact, 
in the concept of this show is that the costumes and 
light construct space, so that seeing specific costumes 
take us to a specific dramatic situation and the lighting 
will become key in marking out the locations of space.
 
Minimal stage furniture and minimal structures, 
which can be changed within seconds of leaving 
the stage, should also allow the audience to locate 
themselves in the different situations very quickly.
 
In addition, the music performed in the show will become 
another character in the performance; music and the sound 
space will form the backbone of the play. The format of the 
show comprises six performers on stage, two of whom are 
musicians who, in the manner of a Greek chorus, are integrated 
into the unfolding of the play on stage. These musicians will 
also form part of the narrative of the show, sometimes taking 
on roles and participating as characters in certain scenes.  
The presence of live music on stage is essential in explaining 
the character of Moragas, music critic and artistic director of 
the Liceu; a man who is aware of the main musical movements
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that inform the beginning of the 20th century. It should be 
noted that, like other important members of Modernisme, 
he became an advocate of Wagner’s music. At the same 
time, however, Moragas was a great connoisseur of 
popular music, from the zarzuela to the cuplé. The two 
professional musicians will be a pianist (who can also 
play the accordion) and a classical singer. At various 
points, the other characters in the piece will also sing.
 
The staging project also includes a filmed section 
with all the scenes set after Moragas’ death in 
Montpellier in 1966 projected on screen and 
interspersed between the other live scenes.

Thus the show involves the participation of an audiovisual 
director, who will film these scenes. The introduction 
of the audiovisual will allow the project to have another 
performer, to include a specific location and bring a more 
expressive language to the dramatic syntax of the piece 
which will give it greater dynamism. This actor (who would 
play the character of Ainaud de Lasarte, sent by Barcelona 
City Council to collect the inheritance of Rafael Moragas) 
would talk on screen with the supposed daughter of Rafael 
Moragas and Ramona Barnils, Anna Leclerc, who would 
be played on screen by the same actress who will play 
the character of Ramona Barnils in the live performance.
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“In fact, in the concept 
of this show is that the 
costumes and light 
construct space,[...], 
music and the sound 
space will form the 
backbone of the play.” 



The idea, concept and dramaturgy are by Eduard Molner. The 
stage direction will be shared between Jordi Duran i Roldós 
and Eduard Molner. The musical direction will be by Gregori 
Ferrer. The stage design and lighting will be by Llorenç 
Corbella, movement by Laura Alcalà and the film production 
by Terenci Coromines. The main performers will be Oriol 
Genís, Begoña Alberdi, José Vicente Pestana and Gregori 
Ferrer, with the collaboration of one of the following actors 
as the Barcelona City Council envoy, Ainaud de Lasarte: Joan 
Carreras, Albert Prat, Xavi Ripoll and Oscar Intente.

The project also counts on the documentary advice from 
the members of the Pleasurescapes Port Cities. Transitional 
Forces of Integration team: Lisa Kosok, Alina L. Just, Heiko 
Droste, Christina Reinmann, Judit Vidiella, Aurelio Castro, 
Paul Van de Laar, Vincent Baptists and Marc Geli.
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At the moment we can say that the piece we have in mind 
is designed for the minimum practical space with a width 
of 8 metres, and a depth and height of 6 metres. We would 
need a video projector and a baby grand piano. In terms of 
the lighting and sound of the space, we cannot specify this 
until we carry out the technical run-through which we have 
planned, although the piece is designed to tour and adapt to 
most small- and medium-sized Catalan municipal theatres.
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Eduard Molner
eduard.molner@eram.cat - 626 183 258
Jordi Duran i Roldós 
jordi.duran@eram.cat - 681 324 790
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